ELF
Miniatures

ELF’s exclusive kitchens are now available for 1/24 th (1/2”) scale collectors. You can choose
from a wide variety of options in the finish you prefer, all with the famous ELF quality.

We suggest either printing off this leaflet, and then opening up the main bespoke catalogue, or opening
another window (or tab) in your browser, so that you can see this leaflet in one window, and the main
Bespoke catalogue in the other and refer back.
The following page references refer to the main Bespoke catalogue (1/12th scale).

Doors (pages 3 and 4 of main catalogue)
Choose from plain doors or shaker panelling. Glass-fronted units and classic doors are not
available in this scale.

Handles (page 6 of main catalogue)



Wooden knobs – natural or painted
Metal knobs brass or chrome




“D” shaped handles – brass or stainless steel
Long vertical stainless steel handles

Cabinets (pages 7 and 8 of main catalogue)
All sizes should be halved, i.e. 2” base becomes 1” base
Page 7: All units available except 6, 16 and 19
Page 8: All units available except 2, 3, 5, 7 and 14
Some sizes not available – see price list

Sinks (page 9 of main catalogue)
Choose sink A with a mixer tap (£25), or a butler’s sink (price included with unit). It is also possible to have an
under slung stainless steel sink (£15).

Hobs (page 9 of main catalogue)
Choose hob B (£3.50), C (£1.50) or opt for a solid plate
electric hob.

Worktop and trim (see separate leaflet)
All options available except white tiles, though some of the bigger patterns are more suited to 1/12th scale.

Additional features (see separate leaflet)
Breakfast bars available as described. Also split levels and island units.

White goods
Washing machine (dummy) white or steel £15, Dishwasher (dummy), white or steel, £10, tall fridge/freezer
(dummy) £15, Stainless steel American fridge freezer (dummy) £20. Other options available on request.

ELF Kitchens – Price list for 1/24th scale range
Standard
Base units

Other finishes
(not glass-fronted)

Basic block of units, any width

5

5

1/2 “, 3/4 “, 1” wide door (1” or 2 x ¾” suitable as base for
hob or sink)

5

10

Add cost of sink or hob – check size requirements

-

-

¾” or 1” drawer unit – 4 plain or 2 panelled

10

15

1” or 1 ½” oven front (add cost of hob)

10

-

Corner oven unit 1 5/8” x 1 5/8” (add cost of hob)

20

-

Wine rack 1”

25

-

1” column cabinet + 2 doors (includes doors)

15

25

1” column + 2 doors + Oven (includes doors)

25

35

1” column + 2 doors + Double Oven (includes doors)

35

45

Fridge freezer housing (includes door)

10

15

Breakfast bar or extended work-tops with supports

10

-

Special unit 1 1/8” with Butler’s sink (includes sink)

25

30

Shaped end unit (Z)

10

10

Wine rack 1”

15

15

Basic wall block

5

5

½”, ¾”, 1” door

5

10

1” or 1½” open shelf

5

5

1” x 1” corner with door

10

15

1 5/8” x 1 5/8” corner canopy (use with corner oven only)

25

25

1” or 1½” country style canopy

20

20

1½” stainless steel canopy

30

30

1½” stainless steel and curved glass canopy

30

30

1” or 1½” square extractor steel and glass

10

10

Open end shelf

5

5

Roller shutter unit

15

15

Horizontal wall unit (sizes vary)

5

10

Wall Units

For ALL kitchens, the cost is calculated by counting how many “blocks” are required (at £5 each) and then adding
the cost of the different fronts. So the lilac kitchen on P1 of this brochure requires two base blocks and two wall
blocks, whereas the dark blue panelled kitchen on P2 will require four base blocks (one either side of the freestanding Aga, and one either side of the Butler sink unit, which is a separate unit), Note that a wine rack is also a
separate unit.
Standard units include plain doors in any finish and shaker panelled doors in natural wood only.
Notes: The price of the breakfast bar includes either support poles (brass or aluminium) or finishing to the
exposed cabinet backs (where breakfast bar is supported by cabinets).
Please note that cupboards and drawers in this scale are non-opening. If you wish to display your miniatures, you
may wish to include open shelving in your plan.

We suggest you may like to print out this supplement, to make it easier to refer back to the main Bespoke
catalogue.

